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Welcome to the latest edition of our newsletter, which you may have noticed has 
cunningly evolved from Autumn to Autumn/Winter. Well, it saves us from having to 

keep apologising for the delay  
 
It has been a busy summer with all our usual activities of the working test, water 
training day, and assessment day along with running the scurry at Heveningham 
Hall. Thanks to everyone who participated or helped at these events. Reports on 
these can be found further on in the newsletter. 
 
2015 promises to be an interesting year for the club. The end of year accounts show 
that the club is in a healthy situation financially and it‘s the committee’s intention to 
invest these funds in general improvements and training. 
 
You may have already noticed that trainers and committee members are now kitted 
out with orange bibs so that they can easily be spotted, particularly by new 
members. A new graded training program is being planned and a brand new website 
is being designed and built as you read this, so plenty going on behind the scenes. 
 
With the increase in popularity of our monthly training sessions, we’ve already 
introduced a system where we advertise each session and request that you confirm 
attendance in advance. This enables us to ensure that we have sufficient trainers 
and also allocate each dog/handler to the appropriate class in advance, saving time 
on the day.  Taking this forward were delighted that Steve Pleasance and Paul 
Keyland have agreed to take on the joint role as Training Coordinators. Steve will be 
responsible for arranging grounds and trainers and they will jointly allocate dogs and 
handlers to the appropriate group before the day. Paul will be the member’s main 
point of contact regarding details of each session and for confirmation of 
attendance. Steve and Paul will also be working together to develop the new graded 
training scheme, which we plan to introduce in the spring of 2015.  
So, lots to look forward to for our regulars. 
 
Finally with the trialling season now well under way, congratulations to club 
members Nigel Wroe for his 2nd in our Novice at Glassenbury and Michael Caine for 
his 1st in our Novice at Elveden. I was hoping to be there with Otto but unfortunately 
illness has followed injury and whilst I’m delighted he’s now on the mend, it’s going 
to be 2015 before he’s fully fit and I can try and get him up to speed. 
 
Wishing you and your dogs a happy and healthy Christmas and New year. 
  
Best wishes 
 

Chris & Doug 

From the Ed’ 
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Where has the year gone? As usual it’s been a busy one with a host of 

complimentary events, but it’s our membership and in particular our regular 

monthly training sessions that have seen a real surge in demand.  

Naturally none of this would be possible without the hard work and commitment 

of a very dedicated committee, many of who carry out behind the scenes roles, 

but all of which are vital in the day to day running of the club. Our regular 

trainers give their time and commitment and our hosts allow us access to 

suitable HPR grounds for year round training. You all play a huge part in the on-

going success of the club. So a huge thank you to all of you, as none of this 

would be possible without you.   

Alan Howard, Andy Waterhouse and Chris Parr will be standing down from the 

committee this year, so I’d particularly like to thank them for all their past 

efforts and in turn welcome on board our new committee members Trev 

Raggett, Julia Tuck and Paul Keyland. 

The biggest benefit of the increasing attendance and membership is the extra 

income that it generates, and I’m delighted that the committee is unanimous in 

that this should be invested into delivering an even more focussed and 

comprehensive training experience for our members over the coming years. We 

plan to introduce a graded training scheme with continuous assessment, with 

each handler being issued with a training folder to record their progress. As a 

club we are dedicated to helping our members train their dogs but in return a 

reasonable level of commitment from the handlers between sessions will be 

required. 

I really hope that this development will be popular with you all and that you 

share my excitement for an even better club experience in 2015  

Best wishes,  Doug 

 

 

Chairman’s Report 
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2014 Financial Report 
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Field Trial Sec’s Report 
 

 

 

 
The club has had a very successful year. We arranged five trials including two Novices, one at 
Elveden which is a new ground for us thanks to Lucie and another at Rushden thanks to Mick 
Young. We also ran two All Aged trials, both at Boreham, thanks to Eddie Hales and friends, and 
of course our Open at Gt Bentley thanks to Alan Howard. 
 
All our trials were fully subscribed and we had a good splattering of results including three firsts! 
The club also arranged two successful shot over training days at Bunwell and a training day with 
Trevor Rigby. The clubs aim is to get as many of its members involved in these days as possible, 
so that they can progress with their dogs. 
 
As with any club we rely on the generosity of our hosts for training. Alan and Pat Rush at 
Heveningham, Lucie Hustler at Fundenhall, Charlie Grewcock at Norwich , Sandra & Mike Hurlock 
at Glevering and Mr & Mrs Hunt at Heveningham Hall. 
 
Thanks also to our sponsors Eddie and friends, Skinners dog food, John Robertson & Sons and 
anyone else who has generously helped, including our judges and trainers who give their time 
freely, the steward’s, red flags and picker upper’s (if that's a word!!) 
 
Lastly to Jo, thanks for all your help ….. I think we got it sorted. 
 

Steve 
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FIELD TRIAL REPORT 

Novice Trial Glassenbury, Kent 25/11/14  
By kind invitation of Mr Eddie Hales and friends 

            

 

 
Type of ground- Rape & Mature woodland 
Game- Pheasant & Partridge  
Weather conditions- Overcast & Mild  
Scent- Good 
  
Awards: 
1st Russetmoor Gold Big Ben HV Jason Froome 
 
2nd Bastillian Lady Kasshilde WEI Nigel Wroe 
 
Guns Award - Royal Love GSP Emma Carter 
 
Chris and I would like to thank the Norfolk & Suffolk for the invitation to judge, we enjoyed our day very 
much. We would like to give a big thank you to Eddie Hales for again finding another fantastic HPR ground 
and to his guns who have a good understanding of HPR work and for shooting so well. Thanks also to 
Frannie our host for giving us such good ground with plenty of game.  
 
Chris and I wish you all the very best of luck for future trials 
 
Kind regards    

 

Paul Macdonald & Chris Snelling 

 
 

 1st Russetmoor Gold Big Ben HV -Jason Froome 
 
This dogs first run was in mature woodland with low bramble and bracken cover on a back wind the dog 
hunted with good pace and with a good head carriage covering all its beat and guns well the dog indicated 
game in bramble cover a hen ran out and the dog quickly realised it was a wounded bird and made a fast 
retrieve to hand on inspection we could see shot damage from a previous day, The dog hunted on again 
with pace indicated and worked a moving bird a hen lifted and was shot this fell as a runner the dog was 
very steady at distance to flush shot and fall the dog was sent and headed into denser trees several birds 
lifted but the dog stuck to its task retrieving the hen head up and to hand. 
 
His second run was in woodland with bramble and bracken cover into the wind, Again with good pace 
approaching all covers on wind the dog worked 3 moving birds on this run and was very steady , The dog 
indicated from distance game in a bramble patch moved in slowly and set itself on point, On command 
flushed from bramble a cock bird that was shot outside of the wood again the dog was very steady to flush 
shot and fall, The dog was taken out of the wood and made a 30 yard retrieve to hand. 
Water was very good. 
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FIELD TRIAL REPORT 

Novice Trial Glassenbury, Kent 25/11/14  
 
            

 
 
 
 2nd Bastillian Lady Kasshilde WEI - Nigel Wroe 
 
This dogs first run was in a rape field into the wind. The dog hunted with fast pace and with a good head 
carriage covering all of its beat and guns well, taking the correct bites going forward always into the wind 
and was sharp to every whistle.  
 
Towards the end of the dogs run it indicated and worked a moving bird that lifted and the dog was very 
steady to flush and shot. 
 
Her second run was in woodland with low bramble and bracken cover on a back wind. Again she hunted 
with good pace checking all covers well, indicating and coming onto point on a bramble patch. She 
produced a hen on command which flushed too low for the gun, but was shot outside of the wood. The 
dog was very steady to flush and shot.  
 
The dog hunted on and worked a pair of moving birds that lifted towards the end of the wood, where the 
cock was shot outside of the wood. The dog was taken out of the wood and made a 40 yard retrieve on the 
hen and a 60 yard retrieve on the cock and this finished his run. 
 
Water was very good. 
 
 
Guns Award Royal Love GSP - Emma Carter 
 
This dog had a very good run in the rape showing a stunning point and production on a woodcock.  
 
On its second run it had a good point and retrieve on a cock bird, but unfortunately made a mistake. 
 
We were sad to lose this dog. 

 
 
Paul Macdonald & Chris Snelling 
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FIELD TRIAL REPORT 

Novice Trial Elveden 5/12/14  
By kind invitation of Lord Ivor 

     
1. Weather Conditions:  AM – Cold, dry with sufficient wind 

PM – Warmed slightly up in the afternoon, again sufficient wind 
 

2. Scenting Conditions: Difficult in the morning, fair in the afternoon 
 

3. Type Of Ground, Quantity and Species of Game:   
Heath with heather and gorse; Open bottom Pine woodland 
Pheasant; Partridge; Woodcock, with sufficient birds to test all the dogs 

 
4. General Standard of Work and Handling: 

The overall standard of work was generally very good as was the handling. 
 

5. Results  
 1st :  Moricroft My Choice  HWV (B) 

Owners – Mr & Mrs M J & H R Caine    Handler – Mr Michael Caine 
 
Guns Award:  Brakabreeze Lanushka  SRHP (B) 
 Owner / Handler – Mrs L Brown 

 
1st – Moricroft My Choice 
First Run – This dog was our seventh dog to come into line. She worked the heath on a back wind and it was evident 
almost immediately that she knew exactly how to tackle such wind.  As directed by the steward of the beat 
beforehand, her handler then swung her round to the right to take the heath on a right to left cheek wind.  Again she 
took the wind to her advantage working the heath that was interspersed with large gorse bushes.  Her ground 
treatment was excellent covering all the guns with pace and drive before her quiet handler moved forward so she 
could take more ground ahead.  This run was blank. 
 
Second Run – For her second run she was called into line to make a blind retrieve out on a stubble field.  She made 
the retrieve quickly and efficiently returning the large cock pheasant which was very much alive to her handlers hand 
and subsequently eye wiping the previous dog.  She was then asked to work on along a small belt of trees lining the 
stubble field.  Again a cheek wind, right to left she located a singleton Partridge in a large patch of brambles which 
lifted on its own accord but was not taken however the dog was steady to both flush and shot.  A little further on she 
moved into an open bottomed woodland where she changed her pace accordingly but still possessing the drive to 
find her handler game.  Before long she came on point again, this time indicating game tucked up in some fallen 
branches that had been gathered.  When asked to produce she did so with purpose and produced a cock Pheasant.  
She was steady to flush and shot but was asked to retrieve almost immediately as it was evident that the bird was 
likely to be a runner.  Upon request she made another quick and efficient retrieve to hand of the very lively cock bird 
which concluded her run.   
– A stylish and enthusiastic hunter, committed to finding game. Her water work was made effortlessly. 
 
Both Jean and I would like to thank the Norfolk & Suffolk HPR FT Club for the invitation to judge.  Our thanks for the 
success and enjoyment of this trial are due to all those who helped organise and run it but particularly our host Lord 
Ivor & the Elveden Estate. 
 
May I also take this opportunity to thank my Co-Judge for lending me her knowledge and experience throughout the 
day. 
 

Richard Chellumbrun & Jean Robertson 
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Partridge Shotover Day at Bunwell with Adrian Hey 

Monday 8th September 
By kind invitation of Mark Howard 

 

 

 
Six dogs were to be run and I was fortunate to be one of the six names drawn.  We ran on sugar beet all day apart from pushing 

through a small paddock with a long grass strip running through it which the keeper said had partridge in it (he was right).  

Scent in the morning was fair to good with a very light breeze.   

Our first run was in the sugar beet where all the dogs were given a chance to work on partridge.  Unfortunately, a couple of the 

dogs fell foul of the dreaded hares! But help and advice was on hand from our trainer Adrian Hey. Young Maisie (the GSP) 

proved that she and her handler Jo Gosling had put in a lot of work over the summer months by being steady on two hares and 

had a blind retrieve on one of them. 

On his 2
nd

 run, Steve’s young GSP had a successful retrieve to hand on a crow that had been shot.  The young Vizsla was asked to 

hunt up the paddock.  As you might guess the partridge all broke at the end of the long grass strip.  The young bitch handled this 

situation very well and was rewarded with a retrieve on a partridge. The guns then brought down some ducks that were flying 

overhead and all the dogs had a retrieve on a duck. 

 

 

 

After lunch the breeze dropped completely and the temperature soared making very difficult running conditions for the dogs. At 

the end of her 3
rd

 run, the Brittany had a point on a pair of partridge which were shot.  As one was pricked she was sent 

immediately to retrieve it which she did with no problem.  The Large Munsterlander was then brought up on a blind of the 

second partridge.  This retrieve was carried out successfully with the minimal of handling. 

Whilst conditions on the day were very trying for these young dogs they all worked well and gained a lot of valuable experience.  

All the handlers went home very pleased with their young dogs though none more so than me as my young dogs’ tally was 2 

points and steady to flush on hares, a HPR on a singleton partridge, a point and retrieve on a rabbit, a retrieve on a Hare and a 

pricked duck, and 3 points which produced 5 pheasants.  A successful day! 

On behalf of the handlers, I would like to thank the Norfolk & Suffolk Club for putting on such a valuable and enjoyable day.  Also 

many thanks to Adrian Hey the trainer and Robert and Roger our guns, who shot so well all day. 

Janice Hawkes 08.09.14 
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Shotover Day at Bunwell with Jean Robertson 
Tuesday 21st October 

 
 
 

Amber weather warning, are you serious! 
 
 

 
The second of our two shot over training days at Bunwell on Tuesday 21st October followed an 
amber weather warning for gale force winds and torrential rain. Thankfully apart from a couple of 
brief downpours, one early on when we were near a barn and the second while we were safely 
tucked up in the gunroom enjoying our sandwiches, the weather held out. 
 
In the end it was a thoroughly enjoyable day and our guest trainer for the day, KC ‘A’ panel judge 
Jean Robertson certainly didn’t disappoint. Jean ensured that everyone got the maximum benefit 
from the ground and game available, paying particular attention to each handler/dog partnership’s 
needs, whilst imparting her wisdom with patience and good humour.  Robert and Roger did their 
usual sterling job of leading us round, getting us amongst the game and shooting impeccably. 
 
To sum up, a really miserable day, brightened by a friendly group of participants (Ilona Bush, 
Martin Robertson, Chris Drabble, Mark Brown, Julia Tuck & Doug Parr) some really nice dog work,  
loads of good humour and enjoying our dogs, doing what they do best and hopefully improving 
under Jeans guidance  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Ilona Bush and her Weimaraner Kysa getting some expert advice from guest trainer Jean Robertson 
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Gundog Working Test 

 
 

Heveningham Hall Estate – Sunday 14th June 
 
 

 
Our annual working test was held at the usual location of Heveningham Hall in Suffolk by 
kind invitation of Mr & Mrs Hunt. This event was brought forward this year from August 
which we hoped might be a benefit by avoiding the school holidays.  As it turned out the 
number of entries were down on the previous couple of years particularly in the novice and 
open classes, so we are not sure whether this was because of the date change or other 
factors, your feedback on this would be appreciated. We always strive to improve our 
events and so this year we got technical and used a spread-sheet and laptop to collate the 
scores during the day, this sped up the scoring process and helped prevent human errors. 
 
We also took advantage of this flagship event to mark the retirement of our ex-Chairman 
and Ft Sec, club founder Chris Snelling. Chris helped form the club many years ago and has 
played a huge part in building and steering the club to where it is today. The idea of a clock 
as a present for Chris came up last year and to be honest we began to think they were 
growing a tree especially for us, it seemed to take so long for them to be able to get the 
right piece of wood in order to meet our specifications!  In the end we all felt it was worth 
the wait as the end product was a unique gift fitting for the occasion. Eddie Hales the club’s 
patron and Open judge for the day presented Chris with the gift. 
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Gundog Working Test 

 
 
 

 
 
 
The official results from the N&S HPR FT Club annual Gundog Working Test held at 
Heveningham Hall on Saturday 14th June, 2014 

 

PUPPY - Blythbeck Shield   judged by Lee Loveridge 

1st Chazemaund Use the Force handled by Denise Richards GSP  

2nd Karrouki Windrush D'Lyla handled by Suzanna Mills HV 
3rd Aytee Jessie Jay handled by Harriet Lampart GSP 
4th Karrouki Wind Flower Suzanna Mills HV 
 

SPECIAL BEGINNER    judged by Lee Loveridge 

1st Vespolina Rowdy handled by Paul Keyland HWV 
2nd Bareve Brakbosch handled by Ray Lewis GWP 
3rd Aytee Jedi Warrior handled by Lisa Mattin 
 

NOVICE - Brecklander Trophy    judged by Gill Pillinger & Janice Hawkes 
1st Bram VD Notenhof handled by Tim Parrett KG 
2nd Meadowdale Sydney handled by William Witney GSP 
 

OPEN - Voglesang Trophy   judged by Eddie Hales & Alix Johnson 

1st Witham Friary Bouncer handled by Paul MacDonald GSP 
2nd Witham Friary Billie handled by Paul MacDonald GSP 
3rd Deepthatch Pocona handled by Jim Field GSP 
4th Peersofdales Highlander handled by Jayne Herbert GSP * pictured above 
 

The highest points scored by a N&S HPR FT Club dog who was awarded the AYTEE TROPHY was Aytee 
Jessie Jay handled by Harriet Lampart. 
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Water Training Day 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

We returned to Heveningham Hall for our annual water day on 9th August. 
 
Everything was ready to go – the signs were up, trainers and dummy throwers organised and the 
dogs allocated to their appropriate groups.  However, what we couldn’t plan for is the vagaries of 
the British weather and the announcement on the Saturday that hurricane Bertha was about to 
hit. 
In the end it was literally a storm in a teacup with the weather not exactly what you would hope 
for at the beginning of August, but it was mild and the rain managed to hold off until we had just 
about finished. The fact that we had to bring the start of the event forward not only helped us 
miss the worst of the weather but also meant we finished in time for a Sunday pub lunch! 
 
Thanks to our trainers on the day Steve Pleasance, Lucie Hustler, Jim Bird, Alan Howard and 
Adrian Hay and not forgetting Denis Tuck and Piers our dummy throwers. Thanks also to Ray 
Hood of Country Trail Images our guest photographer on the day. 
This event is always very popular and a few handlers were disappointed when they applied too 
late to gain a place.  The club feels it is important for the success of these days to keep the 
groups at a maximum of seven dogs, so next year if you don’t want to be disappointed please 
make sure you get your entry in early! 
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Annual Assessment Day & BBQ 
 

 
Rectory Farm, Fundenhall – Sunday 14th September 

 

 

 
 

Trevor Lewis with Brittany Bryn under the watchful eye of inspirational guest trainer Rory Major 

 

Another wonderful day thanks to Lucie and Johnny Hustler, who once again hosted 
and sponsored the club’s annual assessment day and BBQ at their home Rectory 

Farm, Fundenhall.  We always seem to be particularly lucky with the weather at this 
event and this year was no exception with fine and sunny conditions.  

 
We were delighted to welcome Rory Major as our special guest assessor this year and 

he managed to not only inspire and educate us, but also keep us entertained 
throughout the day. Rory assessed the more advanced dogs, whilst our own Steve 

Pleasance and Lucie Hustler assessed the puppies and intermediate dogs. Once the 
serious stuff was over, we all retired to Lucie and Johnny’s garden for a relaxing 

barbeque and chat, including a talk and Q&A session with Rory. 
 

A huge thank you from us all Rory, Steve, Lucie and Johnny for making this day such 
a success!  

 
 

AYTEE GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTERS 

Lucie Hustler – 01508 488220 / 07842 397987 

luciehustler@me.com       www.aytee.co.uk 
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Teaching the back cast – part 1: 

 

 

The back cast is an essential tool when working or competing with your dog 

 

Our objective is to introduce the dog to the concept that the word ‘back’ is not just something he hears 
when he is at heel and ready to ‘line out’  to a retrieve from your side.  

It does not just mean ‘fly out from the heel position at my side, directly away from me in the direction I am 
indicating with my arm’. 

It also has a meaning to the dog when he is remote from his handler.   

It is a cue for the dog that is working at a distance from the handler in the field and has been ‘stopped’ by 
whistle to await instructions. 

To this dog it means ‘turn around and travel directly away from my handler’. 

Isn’t that obvious? 

It might seem obvious to us that ‘back’ simply means ‘move away from the handler in the direction that 
the handler is facing.  But to most dogs, this is not at all clear. 

Your dog has learned the back command from the heel position but will not simply be able to transfer that 
understanding to a situation where he/ his body is in a different position relative to you and where he is 
separated from you by significant distances. 

This is something you need to teach him, and the exercise below is where we begin 

The set up 

Imagine you and your dog are standing in the middle of a large clock face.   Your dog has his back to 12 o 
clock, and you have your back to 6 o clock.  Be ready to give your usual verbal ‘back’ command, but this 
time you will pair it with a ‘back cast’ hand signal. Hand in the air with a flick forwards. 

A steady dog may be reluctant to move initially.  Adding two new cues at once is a fairly traditional 
approach, but in this case, the added hand signal actually seems to help the dog grasp the new concept 
and encourages him to move, rather than just looking at you in a puzzled kind of way. 

Let’s have a closer look 
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Teaching the back cast – part 1 continued: 

 

 

The exercise 

1. Sit your dog so that he is facing you, with no more than a yard or two between you. 

2. Blow the stop whistle and throw a dummy over your dog’s head to 12 o’clock 

3. Wait a few seconds then give your verbal ‘back’ cue together with your raised ‘back’ hand signal 

If he remains seated take a step towards him and encourage him enthusiastically – do whatever is 
necessary to get him after the dummy without repeating the back command. 

4. Take delivery of the dummy and repeat from 1 

Progress 

Within a very short space of time, your dog will be spinning around and fetching the dummy as soon as you 
give the command. 

Now you can introduce a bit of a time lag (up to 15 seconds or so) between the throw of the dummy and 
the back cues. 

You should also start to fetch some (at least half) of the dummies you throw behind the dog yourself whilst 
he sits and watches. 

This helps to maintain steadiness and keep him focused on remembering that there is a dummy behind 
him. 

Losing the verbal cue 

Once the dog is reliably retrieving on your combined signal of a verbal ‘back’ and a visual hand signal, you 
can begin to drop the verbal ‘back’. 

The whole point of casting is to be able to control a dog at a distance, and you do not want to be bellowing 
‘back’ to a dog when he is on the other side of a field.  So let’s lose the verbal ‘back’ cue now. 

Most dogs require no help at all with this, but if your dog is reluctant to go on the hand signal alone, wait 
two or three seconds and then follow it with the verbal cue. 

Keep practicing until he spins around on the hand signal alone.  He’ll soon catch on. 

Now you are ready to add a distraction!   
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Teaching the back cast – part 2: 

 

 

Step One was all about introducing the concept of setting off on a retrieve in response to a hand signal, 
from a position remote to the handler. 

A more specific cue 

Step two adds a distraction dummy and this narrows the criteria for our new cue or signal. 

By the end of step two, not only does the dog understand that the back signal means ‘fetch that marked 
dummy, from the position you are in now’,  he also understands completely that the signal means ‘travel 
away from me, in the direction I am facing’ 

So this is not about fetching just any old dummy for his remote position, it is about travelling in a specific 
direction relative to you. 

The right choice 

He will understand this, because there are now two choices he could make, and we will contrive to make 
sure that he always makes the right choice.  

This is an important concept to establish, and it is surprising just how many dogs are confused by this at 
first. 

Just because the dog spins around and collects the dummy behind him at Step One, does not mean he 
actually understands that the back signal defines the direction he must travel relative to his handler.   

He is simply spinning around, because he knows that is where the dummy landed. 

He needs your help now, to move on. 

For this reason, we’ll make the new standard very, very simple to follow, and minimise any chance of 
failure.  You’ll need two dummies in your hand for this exercise. 

The exercise 

1. Sit your dog so that he is facing you, with no more than a yard or two between you. 

2. Blow the stop whistle and throw a dummy over your dog’s head to 12 o’clock 

3. Blow the stop whistle again and drop a dummy behind you (at 6 o clock)   Be ready to step back and 

tread on the dummy. 
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Teaching the back cast – part 2 continued: 

 

 

4. Give your ‘back’ hand signal. 

5. If the dog hesitates at all, give a verbal back cue and step toward him to encourage him in the 

direction of the dummy behind him. 

6. If the dog tries to grab the dummy behind you (and plenty of dogs that are perfect at step one will 

try this) step on the dummy and do not let him pick it up. 

7. Encourage the dog back for the dummy behind him and reward him mightily for success. 

You now need to repeat this exercise until the dog ‘gets it’ and completely ignores the dummy you 
dropped behind you.   Only when he is reliably going back on a hand signal alone, should you begin to 
develop the exercise 

Develop the exercise 

This is where you make the distraction, more distracting. 

First you will throw the distraction to 7 o’clock.   It is still very near to you, still near enough for you to step 
on, and just that little more tempting for the dog.   Practice until reliable. 

Now you can throw the dummy to 8 o’clock, and when the dog is reliable here too, move on to 9 o’clock. 

Take your time, especially if the dog is unsure.   Some dogs will fly through this in half an hour, some will 
need three or four sessions before they are spinning around for the ‘back’ dummy without hesitation. 

Now you need to repeat the whole exercise with the distraction dummy thrown out to your right hand side 
(5, 4, and 3 o’clock) instead of your left. 

Increase time intervals 

Now you can increase the time intervals between the two dummy throws and also after the last dummy 
throw (not both at once), so that the dog has to concentrate harder to remember that first thrown 
dummy. 

Once your dog can ignore distractions to either side and still go ‘back’ on a single hand signal, you are 
ready to move on. 

 

REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF PIPPA MATTINSON OF TOTALLY GUNDOGS 
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According to figures collated by advice service DogLost, numbers of gundog thefts have 
been steadily rising since 2009. In 2013, the organisation recorded a year-on-year increase 
of around 15 per cent and reported that half of all stolen dogs are gundogs! 

Many involved in investigating the crime believe that some in the travelling community are 
responsible for many of the thefts. DogLost has noted a dramatic increase in thefts of 
valuable gundogs since changes to the law in December 2012 made metal theft less 
lucrative.  

This trend seems to be continuing, according to DogLost’s figures and both BASC and the 
Countryside Alliance there’s been an increase in reports of gundog thefts from members. 
The problem has even shown up on the BBC’s radar: it gave significant airtime to it in a 
recent edition of ‘Countryfile’. And if that wasn’t bad enough, surveys suggest that almost 
half of dogs reported missing or stolen are unrecovered 12 months down the line. 

But what, if anything, is being done to help owners keep their dogs safe? Dog theft is a 

tricky crime to deal with — it’s often all too easy for thieves to take dogs from unwary 

owners, and all too hard to track a dog down once it’s been snatched. With gundog theft, 

things are trickier still: their high monetary value and desirable abilities and breeding mean 

that they are often targeted by highly organised gangs of thieves, who are even better at 

making dogs disappear than their more opportunistic counterparts. 

Last October, charity Pet Theft Awareness held the first Gundog Theft Awareness Week, 
which was supported by the Countryside Alliance (CA), Kennel Club and DogLost, among 
others. It highlighted three key areas in which dog owners and rural communities can take 
action to combat the problem. 

The first area was raising awareness — both of the problem itself and of relatively simple 
and inexpensive steps that can be taken to guard against it. The second was guidance — 
giving victims of the crime advice and sources of help for the best chance of being reunited 
with their dogs. The third was a campaign to change the law to make penalties for dog theft 
tougher and therefore a less attractive option for would-be thieves. 
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Raising awareness 

There have been a number of initiatives to shake owners out of the “it won’t happen to 
me” mentality. DogLost, the Countryside Alliance, BASC and the shooting press have all 
been issuing warnings and advice, with increasing frequency in recent years. 

Communities — both local and online, can play a significant role in raising awareness and 
have the potential to be at the forefront of the fight in future. Social media networks such 
as Facebook and Twitter allow owners instantly to share details of dogs lost and found, 
suspicious individuals, vehicles and incidents with large networks of people via the above 
organisations. 

Currently, the theft of a gundog, is the same in the eyes of the law as the theft of any other 
personal possession. A number of groups, including Pet Theft Awareness, feel that this is 
not enough of a deterrent to thieves, that it fails to reflect the emotional and psychological 
effects of dog theft, and that police should be given greater resources and reason under the 
law to pursue and secure the conviction of suspected dog thieves. 

A recent petition on the Government’s e-petitions website, which attracted more than 
13,000 signatures, called for the introduction of a specific offence of pet theft, with 
“punishment set somewhere between kidnapping and the theft of property or an object” 
because “the personal value of a pet is much higher than its saleable value and the law 
needs to reflect this” 

Why aren’t gundog thieves being prosecuted? 

Just 5% of reported dog thefts led to prosecution last year, with only 1.5% concluding in 
successful convictions, an exclusive investigation by Shooting UK has revealed. 

Data from 23 police forces showed that there were only 98 arrests for dog theft last year. 
This led to 40 prosecutions and just 12 convictions for dog theft over the whole year. 

Neil Parish MP, chairman of the Associate Parliamentary Group for Animal Welfare, 
believes this is “an important issue and one which politicians need to recognise”  

He said: “Dog theft is a serious issue; it’s like having a family member taken and can cause 
huge distress for owners. However, what is so concerning is that many thefts involve 
additional crime such as trespass, breaking and entering or even assault “Because of this 
there need to be greater penalties and a lot more police work done to catch these criminals 
and prosecute them. 

Campaign groups argue that creating a separate offence would have multiple benefits: 
acting as a deterrent to would-be-thieves, making punishment more suitable for the harm 
caused to victims and their dogs, and also making it easier to monitor the number of 
offences reported, charges brought and convictions handed down. 
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Given that the petition received more than 10,000 signatures, the Home Office had to issue 
a response. Unfortunately for campaigners, it stated that the Government has no current 
plans to change the law. 

Dog Theft Action is calling for people to write to their local MP to raise this issue. You can 
also ask your MP to complain to the relevant government department on your behalf. 
 

Keeping your gundog safe 

It’s clear that once your dog is stolen, the odds are stacked against you, so prevention is the 
best route. With the increased activity of gundog theft in particular we all need to be being 
extra cautious and vigilant to prevent our dogs from being an easy target. 

Dogs kept in kennels are vulnerable and you should secure them with a good quality 
padlock. Don’t be lulled into a false sense of security by tempered steel or hardened locks 
because they can easily be cut with bolt croppers. 

 Review your security. Crime prevention officers will help 
 Install cctv & security lighting 
 Look out for vans or 4x4s that might be watching the kennels.  
 Vary your routine  
 Don’t leave your dogs unattended in runs or vehicles 
 Make sure your dogs are micro chipped and consider tattooing 

Gundog owners are also warned not to let their guard down during shoots. The theft of 
dogs from locked cars is more common than many might think, and Guns, beaters and 
pickers-up are all advised never to leave dogs unattended. 

According to DogLost, thieves are known to monitor shoot-day traffic and target shoot 
vehicles and those displaying shooting-related stickers. Those who run shoots are warned 
to be particularly vigilant in making sure all helpers are known and trusted, and not likely to 
tip off potential thieves. 

Finally be careful where you exercise your dogs and always keep your mobile with you. One 
disturbing recent development is handlers being attacked in an effort to steal their dogs. 
One of our local members suffered this in Norwich only last month, thankfully her 
Weimaraner took charge of the situation and all ended well but others may not be so lucky. 

What to do if your gundog is stolen 

 Dog Theft Action advises you do the following if your dog is stolen 

 Report it to the police and ask for a crime reference number 

 Report it to dog lost & dog theft action 

  Report it to your local dog warden 

 Check local animal rescue centres 

 Spread the word locally in the press & online 
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MEMBERSHIP SUBS 

 

TIMES UP 
 

 
 

 

Membership Subscriptions for 2015 are DUE on 
1st January 2015 

 
Joint Membership:     £ 12.00 
Single Membership:   £   8.00 
Junior Membership:   £   5.00 

 
Don’t miss out on membership rates and draw priority for the 

coming events by renewing now. 
 

BACS payments via online banking to: 
Sort Code: 20-85-93   
Account No: 00838047 
Ref: Your surname 
Or the old fashioned way: by cheque payable to N&SHPRFTC & posted to Doug Parr 
or cash via any committee member. 
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Be honest, how many of you men actually noticed the 
cute little puppy? 
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1-2-1 Training 
 

 

 

 

AYTEE GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTERS 

Lucie Hustler – 01508 488220 / 07842 397987 

luciehustler@me.com       www.aytee.co.uk 
 

 

       

BRECKLANDER GUNDOGS 
HPR TRAINING 

SUFFOLK 
Tel CHRIS SNELLING 01449 781850 / 07847 165329 

 
chris.snelling2@btinternet.com 

 
 

 

 

Bryantscroft gundogs 
 

Rory MAJOR 

 

01526 388616   07786 322857 

bryantscroftgundogs-rorymajor@yahoo.co.uk 

 

 
 

 

DORNTANZA – TREVOR RIGBY 
Brandon, Suffolk 

01842 815607 trevor.rigby1@tesco.net  
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